# Your Personal Ministry of Disciplemaking - Prayer and Focus List

## Names of those on my Heart
- Those I do or want to do Bible Study
- Those I am Alongside
- Those I am developing as Disciplemakers
- Those I am developing as Leaders

## Personal Priorities

### Personal Calling Statement

## LDC - Ministry Leader

- Lead
  - Set Direction
  - Align Resources
  - Manage Work
  - Inspire & Motivate
- Develop
  - Teach
  - Coach
  - Model
- Care
  - Know
  - Connect
  - Provide
  - Protect

## 5 Marks of a Disciplemaker
- In Community with Believers
- Has a heart for the Lost
- Focuses on Spiritual Generations
- Firm Grasp of God's Word
- Knows Jesus

## LDC - Leader

- 1 Person
- 1 Year (avg. time)
- ACADE Go Series (old Red Series), 2:7 Series, The Insider Book and Workbook
- Lead, Develop, Care, Study, Navigator Calling, Vision, Mission and ACADE Pathways, possible NavAssociate

## Personal Hobbies and Recharging

### Coffee Contact
- A Person whom you might be praying for, and having a monthly or quarterly contact with. This group of people includes people whom you would like to Care and Develop into active insiders and disciplemakers in the future. Eventually you may invite to a Bible Study, or you may skip and start alongsidng.
- 20+ Person
- 3+ Years (avg. time)
- Intentional Prayer, asking questions, being intentional, a Bible

### Bible Study
- A Person/Insider you have in a group study (Bible Study, Topical Study, YouVersion). A person in this phase is not being intentionally engaged (or alongside). Bible Studies are a good way to find Insiders who are ready for Alongsidng.
- 5-20 Persons
- 1 to 2 Years (avg. time)
- Bible Study, Truth Project, I am Glad you Asked, 2:7 Series, Etc.

### Alongsidng - Abide
- A Person/Insider you are intentionally Caring and Developing to become a disciple of Christ. You may be walking with this person to know Christ, or it may be a person with a shallow relationship. This is this is in preparation to make a disciplemaker, by getting them to Abide.
- 1 Person
- Max is 2 Persons
- Total in this phase, Disciplemaker or CDL
- 2 mos. to 2 Years (avg. time)
- Studies relevant to dealing with Struggles, Studies on the Scripture, John Study etc. This are tailored to the insiders need. Help them Abide in Christ.

### Disciplemaker
- This is a person who knows Christ, that you are helping think and act generationally with those around them. Here you are developing the additional five marks of a Disciplemaker and Leading them to be doers of the Great Commission, to be an
- 1 Person
- 1 Year (avg. time)
- ACADE Go Series (old Red Series), 2:7 Series, The Insider Book and Workbook
- Lead, Develop, Care model and is moving to leading other ACADE Disciplemakers.
- 1 Person
- 6 mos. to 1 Year (avg. time)
- Lead, Develop, Care Study, Navigator Calling, Vision, Mission and ACADE Pathways, possible NavAssociate